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Turkish consumer confidence dropped to levels last seen in the throes of a 
global financial crisis six years ago, complicating the job of policymakers 
seeking to stimulate the economy without exacerbating lira losses.

German Chancellor Angela Merkel encouraged Prime Minister Alexis Tsipras 
to follow the path set out by Greece’s creditors, saying his country belongs in 
Europe and she wants its economy to succeed.

The slump in global natural rubber prices is probably over because producers 
are finding it harder to cover their costs and will cut output, according to 
Michelin & Cie., Europe’s largest tiremaker.

Chinese shares dropped with the Australian dollar as a China factory gauge 
unexpectedly signaled contraction. The dollar held declines before a U.S. 
inflation report as Federal Reserve speakers reiterated the path of interest 
rates depend on data.

23 March

Svenska Handelsbanken AB may see the Netherlands overtake Finland, 
Denmark and Norway in terms of number of branches as Sweden’s largest 
lender by outlets expands in the country.

Li Ka-shing’s Hutchison Whampoa Ltd. agreed to acquire Telefonica SA’s O2 
unit in the U.K., intensifying a push into businesses that provide stable income 
as the billionaire continues his efforts to remake the conglomerate.

Amazon.com Inc. said the U.S. regulatory approval it received last week to test 
deliveries by unmanned aircraft, or drones, is too little, too late.

Prospects for an interest-rate increase in Taiwan are fading fast after 
consumer prices began declining this year and more than 20 central banks 
eased monetary policy.

24 March

Borse Dubai Ltd., the largest shareholder in London Stock Exchange Group 
Plc, is selling its entire stake for about 1.4 billion pounds ($2.1 billion), exiting 
an eight-year investment in Europe’s oldest independent bourse.

Deutsche Bank AG is winning support from German politicians for a plan to 
transform the country’s biggest bank into a company more like Goldman 
Sachs Group Inc.

Escalating chaos in Yemen threatens the Obama administration’s ability to 
combat the al-Qaeda affiliate that’s most intent on attacking the U.S. and its 
allies.

Boeing Co. is poised to land an order for 30 787-9 Dreamliner aircraft valued 
at $7.7 billion from Hainan Airlines as China’s carriers gird for a travel boom.
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The U.S. economy is on a solid track and can handle higher interest rates, 
said Atlanta Federal Reserve President Dennis Lockhart, although he views 
the stronger dollar as a “slight” headwind for growth.

Russia is exporting half as much wheat as last year after the government 
started taxing overseas shipments as a way to reduce local food prices.

U.S. wheat exports fell to the lowest in 25 years, underscoring the blow 
to farmers who are struggling to compete with foreign growers as the 
strengthening dollar makes American goods more expensive.

Bank of America Corp. plans to add about four positions in its Australian 
equities operations this year as rivals exit the market, according to people 
with knowledge of the matter.
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German companies and consumers are shrugging off most of what the world 
throws at them.

Ford Motor Co. boosted Mark Fields’s 2014 compensation 82 percent to $18.6 
million as he took over as chief executive officer from Alan Mulally during a 
year when profit declined on new-model spending and overseas losses.

Chinese stocks trading in Hong Kong rallied the most this year after the 
nation’s central bank governor indicated more stimulus is on the way and 
more mainland funds were allowed to buy the city’s stocks.

Australia is preparing to join China’s development bank, becoming the latest 
U.S. ally to show support for the Asian nation’s effort to boost its influence in 
the region.
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